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Abstract

The purpose of this literature review-is to examine information on the

effectiveness-of leveled reading"groups.iti-first grade-students-with respe-cttooral

proficiency and reading comprehension. The-main questions are as follows:

(1) .1s there evidence that .leveled reading groups .increase or decrease student

-achievement? (2) Is there evidence that. leveled reading groups are -harmful to

students?

The sub - questions include: (1) What advantages. and disadvantages. do

teachers find regarding leveled, reading groups in first grade? (2) Why do some

schools choose to,. or not to, place students in leveled_ groups?

Four elementary schoolteachers were_interviewedwith.specifio-and.

identical. questions, -as well as two other elementary school- teacher--and-a- reading

specialist, who held: informal recorded Conversations,-altregarding-thasubjectof

thisprojedt. -ConsiStent With the-literature review, analysis suggests that there is

significant -evidence that -students -do -indeed -increase their-level'-of academic

-adhievement -and confidence, among Other faCtors, when leveled _reading groups

are -used. Research also shows-that it is not -harmful to students, as has been

-previoilsly. *reported -in the 'research,. and that it actually increases self-esteem.

'Regarding- the sub-queStions, research shows that there are more

advantages than disadvantages regarding leveled reading groups. There is also

very specific reasons stated in. the research. as to why some schools choose to,.

or not to-1 place students, in...leveled groups, mainly based--on the diversity or lack

of diversity in the school-population.
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Introduction

Teachers and parents have experienced different approaches and

strategies used in reading programs at the first grade level_ At some schools

there is a feeling among grade level teachers that leveled reading groups, also

referred to as ability grouping, are not necessary for children to achieve

maximum reading oral proficiency as well as comprehension. At other schools

teachers are highly committed to leveled reading groups, particularly at the first

grade level. This is very interesting and puzzling at the same time. The

researcher realized that she was always looking and listening for answers to the

many questions that were triggered because of these different philosophies. it

became important for her to understand which practices are effective.

Statement of the Problem

Teachers vary in their view of the importance of leVeled reading 'groUps in

-prOMOfing reading kiency and-coin ptehention in &St' grade students. EffeCtiVe

reading instruction for children at the first grade level is crucial for their future

academic success. . Educators have strong opinions as to what is the. ost

effective way to teach oral proficiency as well as strong comprehension skills.

The question as to whether leveled -reading groups increase oral proficiency and

comprehension to firet grade stud"ent"s continues to -be debMed artiOria

administrators, teachers, and the research community.

6
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Rationale

Ability grouping is one of the most important and controversial elements of

school and classroom organization. Leveled reading groups were developed in

response to concerns of educators, parents, and national leaders that many of

our children were not learning to read. It is believed by most educators that the

right to read is every child's birthright. Reading successfully is essential to living

productively in today's world, and therefore, an objective of having every child

read fluently by the end of third grade and possess the reading skills to succeed

in all subject areas is critical. As a result of this !philosophy ability groups were

developed. However, in order for ability grouping plans to be successful, the

following elements are. recommended (Slavin, 1:986).:.

Students should identify primarily with a heterogeneous class.

They should .be regrouped by ability only when it is particularly

important for academic learning.

Grouping .plans should reduce student heterogeneity in the specific

-Grouping-plans should -allow for freCtUentreastesstnentof-atUdent

placement and for easy reasSignment based_ ori.StUderit. progress.

Teachers must vary the level and pace of instruction according to

student levels of readiness and learning. rates. in. regrouped:classes..

.Background

EdUcatorsmantecf to use-areading .program -with the intention of using a

'thherentplan-bf-SKills-developm6nt; betterattestMent,Tand_rith.thitdreni:s

7
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literature. Some educators felt it was more effective if this type of program was

done with groups of students at the same ability level. In this way every

component, every test, every lesson in the teacher's program was designed at a

specific ability level, therefore Success at the level would have abetter chance of

being achieved.

As early as the 1960's studies were done to see how effective leveled

reading groups were on first grade students. Two of these studies are discussed

below.

in a 1964 study, teachers randomly assigned first grade students and

teachers to traditional classes. Students were then assigned to leveled reading

groups.. They proceeded through nine reading levels and were continually

regrouped on the basis of their reading performance. Within each reading class,

teachers used traditional basal readers along with a variety of instructional

Methods. The-resufts of this-stUdy supported the efficacy-of the: leveled reading

group theory (Slavin, 1990). After three semesters, reading scores for

experimental students on three standardized scales were considerably higher

than for control students.

in 1963 a study regrouped students in grades 1 through 3 for reading only,

and-they remained in heterogeneous 'classes the rest Of thb day. Retults

indicated considerably higher reading achievement (Slavin, 1000). Scores were

higher for students at every grade level, but by far the largest difference was

reported for first-graders who,exceeded,earlier first-grade classes.

8
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As a result of these types of studies, several districts and schools across

the nation began to use leveled reading groups as part of their daily curriculum.

In 1987 a statewide survey of Pennsylvania schools found that approximately 95

percent of first grades used reading groups; 47 percent of classes used some

form of homogeneous class-grouping in reading, including 23 percent which used

regrouping. In current years, the number of classes using leveled reading is

increasing, particularly in California where the student population is becoming

more and more diverse.

Purpose Statement

The purpose of this review is to examine information on the effectiveness

of leveled reading groups in first grade reading students with respect to oral

proficiency and reading comprehension. Leveled reading groups are selections

of students for classes based on differences in ability or achievement A broader

terni. rhay'be:referred -to-as homogenous grouping.

Research -Questions

The following questions formed the framework for the research conducted

in this review:

'Is there evidence that leveled reading groups 'increase oral proficiency and

reading comprehension?

Is there evidence that ability grouping-is harmful to students?

The following sub-questions were raised during the course of the review_

9
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Are there advantages or disadvantages of between-class leveled reading

groups at the first .grade level?

Why do some schools .choose to or not to.ability...group their. students?

Assumptions

Priorto review and analysis, the researcher :had assumptions that she was

carrying with her based on -her own practice and observations. These consisted

of the following:ideas. The traditionally applied reading groups within the

Classroorn had a major draWbatk. While. the. teacher working With one.. group,

the others have typically been given workbooks or other seatwork. The value of

this seatwork is questionable. This may be particularly true in first. grade where

students'-lack. of independent reading and work skills may .make.seatwork

especially ineffective. By grouping students across classes thisallows teachers

to use Wholeclassinstruction :in:aigroupralliatone.reading levet The. potential'

negative social effects of ability grouping is eliMinatedbecause.of the fact that

-the regrouping is only for the portion of school day -devoted -to reading, so that

students identify with a heterogeneous class.

Review of the Literature

During the. course of this project, several literature reviews were analyzed.

All reviews were studies that focused on-leveled- reading groups, or ability

grouping,- either between - class" grouping or within-class grouping: Many reflected

results of-studies that dealt with students on a purely academic basis. Studies

were conducted to reflect the amount of academic growth, or lack of growth,

when students were taught reading' in leveled groups. A further- breakdown was

10
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included in some reviews., with groups designated as- accelerated, high, middle,

low, or children with learning disabilities. There are varying academic outcomes

for the several forms of ability grouping that have been studied (Rogers, 1991).

Examples of the different forms are tracking, regrouping for.specific instruction,

cross-grade grouping, between-.grade grouping, enrichment pull -out, and within-

Class grouping. The acadernicimplications of leveled reading groups will be

discussed in more detail in the first theme of this section.

Other studies examined the effe.cts, anyjeveled reading..groups had on

Childrer-Vs self-confidence and self-esteem. These studies.focused on the

emotional implications that leveled reading groups had-on-the children-. It is

clear that the more recent studies differ from the original: studies. regarding self-

esteem of children, participating in leveled reading programs. Implications and

conclusions- drawn from these results will be discussed- morethOrou.ghlyin the

-Sedondtheme:orthis-Sedion.

In almost all .cases, the population make-up Ofthe groups were .not

...bro.ughtinto the analysis as a factor. However, .in.both the formal and informal

interviews with.teachers and reading specialist, diversity was the primary issue

raised when the need for leveled reading.groups was 'discussed,, as well as the

'effettivertest. Of. a leVejed reading progrem. Betause. of th-eiMpOrtafiCie_th-et the

teachers placed on-this topic, theresearoher felt that it .should-beincluded in the-

projecti.and. therefore,. the third theme in this section will discuss diversity- issues

regarding-leveled:reading groups_ in-more detail.

11
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Because it was clear to the researcher that three different topics were

raised and discussed during the course of the analysis, the reviews are

separated into the three following major themes: (1) academic implications, (2)

emotional implications, and (3) diversity considerations.

Major Themes

Academic Implications

The theory in favor of ability grouping is to increase student achievement

by 'reducing the disparity student. ability levels,. thus 'making it. possible for

feathers to proVide 'instruction that 'is neither too easy nor too hard for most

students (Hollifield, 1987). Ability- grouping allows the teacher to. increase-th.e

pace and. raise the level: of instruction for high. achievers,. and: to provide more

individual attention, repetition, and review for low .achievers: High achievers

benefit from. having to compete with. one another; -and the low.achieverstenefit.

frOni.hothaVirIg-to-OOMpete With their .higher:athieVing-peers. .Thus,TalIVOdehts

benefit from this practice.

.An argument, against ability grouping .is that thepractice creates clastes of

low achievers who are deprived of the example and stimulation provided .by high

.achievers. Students who are placed in a low .grouphave -low 'expectations for

theinselVes. 'However, more. Current reseatth.Shows..thiS_Mayna be:ate:Wit of.

leveled reading-groups, but by the lack of experience-of the-teacher teaching the

leveled .groups. Research reports that groups with 'low performance often

receiVe.a-lower. quality of-instruction-compared:to middle and: high_perfOrming.

12
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students. Therefore, it Is critical to the success of leveled reading groups that the

teachers are committed to making this program work at all performance levels.

First grade students .that have been placed into high, middle, and low

ability-based reading groups, and performance was evaluated for accuracy, rate,

and fluency, analysis suggested potential benchmarks for first-grade

performance :(Hoffman, 2000). further results indicated that this type of reading

program seemed particularly supportive of children's subsequent independent

reading, at.various.levels.

Students that are assigned to heterogeneous classes for most of the day,

but are regrouped between-class according to achievement levels for reading,

show signs of increased reading achievement for both the high and low achieving

students. However, the level and pace of instruction must be adapted to

achievement level.

In the within;class grouping, .SeVetat sniali groups Work bn-different

materials at rates unique to their needs and abilities, also referred to as

differentiated instruction. The positive effects are slightly greater for low-

achieving students than for average or high achievers. Regarding the

importance of teacher and parent attitudes and approaches to grouping: a

sensitive issue of grouping is Whether the high-achieVing student& are needed in

the regular classroom to act as role models for other students, and whether this

"use" of these students is more important than their own educational needs

(Demirsky, 1991). This-is used as an argument againstbetween-class leveled

groups.

13
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.Effective literacy programs involve a wide range of-reading and writing

activities, all of which are necessary and which support learning in different ways.

An essential part of the language arts curriculum involves direct instruction in

reading (Pinnell, 1999). Many teachers are beginning to teach reading in small

groups. Findings indidate that teaching reading in small groups has several

advantages (Gockel, 2002). The learning environment becomes quieter with few

distractions. The interactions between teachers and students become more

personal. More time for discussion and participation by the students is available.

A relationShip is built between a teacher and student that builds attention, trust,

respect and knowledge of each other. These attributes help maximize the

learning experience.. This in turn has an effect on both teacher and student

attitudes about each other and about learning. When looking at teacher

instruction and student-achievement, teachers-report that they are able to assess

students' specific skills in reading and modify instaiction'according to the 'needs

of that individual. Likewise, teachers are able to give immediate and corrective

feedback. But in addition to the guided reading groups, the groups must be

leveled =in order to achieve maximum academic learning. The combination of the

'small size and like-ability groups will create an efficient and effective learning

environment.

During an effective guided reading session, the readers must be grouped

by ability (Bums,. 2001). The concept of guided reading means that teachers

guide students through materials that are at the same level and used for

instruction. A critical.foundation in guided reading-is-that students read materials

14
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at their instructional levels. During a typical lesson, students discuss both the

content and the strategies they used to make sense of what is being read.

Specific attention is devoted to levels of comprehension, questioning, before-

reading strategies, during-reading strategies, and after-reading strategies.

Individual schools and teachers should try different methods and use the

ones that are most effective in that setting. It :is recommended that schools find

alternatives to the use of ability grouped class assignment, such as assigning

students to self-contained classes according to general ability or performance

level.

In a within-class setting, the usual number of groups for instructional

grouping for reading is three.. Grouping practices that are appropriate for one

class may not meet the needs of another class. Whatever the grouping plan is, it

should be remembered that grouping children for reading instruction is a means

for :facilitating learning-L-it is notan -end initSelf (NelSOn; 1994).

Grouping- within a Classroom has :limitations. The three-group plan may

make the children and their parents conscious of differences in achievement.

This can create pressure on children to measure up to their peers. Some

teachers may feel that individual differences are no longer there because each

-group is designed to Meet the needs Of Children at the same ability level. If the

teacher uses the same materials with all students, allowing only for a difference

in speed with which the groups are expected to read them, the problem of

individual needs still remains. unsolVed. However, when teachers.use different

materials for differentiated instruction, the amount of teacher preparation of

15
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assignments is greatly increased Teachers must be willing, to. expend; this extra.

energy to meet the needs of all the children in their class, orwithin-class

grouping will'not be effective.

Much of the effectiveness of grouping within the class depends on the

children's understanding of the purpose. for which they 'are assigned to the

groups, .and on .teacher attitudes and expectations .towards :thesechildren. .Many

studies have examined teacher attitudes and methods while teaching different

groups. These studies often show-that-the 'high groups'receive the 'best

instruction geared to critical thinking, while the lower groups receive instruction.

that is less stimulating.

Ability grouping dearly benefits students (Demirsky,.19.91)... When.

separating the grouping studies into those designed foraltstudents.and those

designed-specifically. foraparticula-r the .programs- designed for all-students

NM' a ".pOsiti.Ve:effect*.on''studentiachievenlent. The-effedt.WaS:siMilarfor

high-, average-, and loW-ability.groups. -The groupings for academically-talented

students were found to :have substantial positive academic effects.

As stated earlier, regarding the importance of adult attitudes and

approaches to grouping,. one 'sensitive issue 'of grouping is whether the high-

-achieving students are needed_ in the regUlarClattroOm to 90s role 'models for

other students, and-whether this ".use. of these students is more, important than

their own educational- needs. That students constantly make ability comparisons

between.themselves. and..others..is..sometimes. used-as, the rationale_for 'having

high-achieving students-serve.as motivational models for others: --While, there is

16
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nothing inherently wrong with serving. as a positive rote model on occasion, it is

morally questionable for adults to view any student's primary function as that of

role model-to .others.

Further,. the Idea that lower ability students will look up to high-achieving

students as role modes is highly questionable. Children typically .model their

behavior the behavior of other children of similar .ability who .are coping well

with school. Children of low and average ability do not model themselves:on fast

learners *(Schenk, 1987).. -It. appears thatawatching someone of similar ability

succeed at a task raises the Observer's feelings of elkiency and motivates them

to try the task".

Research. supports the following:.

1. Children, show positive academic effects from some forms of homogenous

::grouping. The-str-ongestpositive academic effects of ability grouped

.clatSetate-,ones thatatalariedially:deSighadwith:differentiatedj curriculum

and methods that offer-options .geared for their ability:level.

2. The_ preponderance of evidence does .not suppOrt the contention that

children are academically harmed by grouping:

3. Students' attitudes toward specific subjects are -improved bygrouping in

Mope subjootez (retding)..

Emotional Implications

Ability.,grouping the teacherto.. increase the.. pace. and raise the. level

of .instruction -for -high-achievers; and -to provide more individuatattention,

17
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repetitiOn, and .review for tow achievers; thus increasing self:confidence and self:

esteem for high, medium, and low achievers. High achievers benefit from having

to compete with one another, and the low achievers benefit from not having to

compete with their higher achieving. peers.

An argument against ability grouping is that the practice -creates classes of

low .achievers who are deprived of the example and Stimulation proVided by _high

achievers. Students who are placed in a low group have low expectations for

Themselves. Also, research reports That groups-With low 'performance Often

receive a *lower quality of 'instruction compared to middle and high performing

students, (Hollifield, 1987). Some researchers have noted that many teachers

give nonverbal clues. to their students. that make. it evident that they enjoy

teaching the higher groups more than the lower ones, and that they expect less

from the lower-groups in the way of progress '(Eder, 198.31-dis-cusses-subtle

signals children Iearh thattells-theiriihoW aleatherfeels about WOrking1With

speCific-reading groups in their-class. With.-results-such as this, .conclutions can

. be ,madelhat students:have low expectations :because the quality of instruction is

-poor, and these teachers may not have the ability to bring out positive self-

-images -in 'their teaching:environment

The issues of attitude and solf=tonce,pt havR.,,beap.addresS.-ed in. other

studies. The findings.Show thatgrouping has minor effects. and is generally

positive (Nelson-,. 1994). Students who were.ability grouped-for a.specific subject

had a'better attitude. toward that subject,- but. that grouping. did:: not change.

attitudes-about-school in genera.

18
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The major criticism of ability grouping is that it will lower the self-esteem of

students in low-ability groups. However, it has been determined that, in general,

effects..of grouping..on._self,esteem were veryi.srnalLand. somewhat dependent

upon program type (Demirsky, 1991). Programs with high-average-low groups

have a small overall effect on self-esteem., but effects tend to be positive.

'Research suggests that .the labeling may have some transitory impact on self-

esteem but that impact may be 'quickly overshadowed 'by the effect 'of the

comparison that students makes 'between themselves and others each day 'in the

Classroom. Low-ability students may experience feelings of success and

competency when in a classroom with others of like ability, and high-ability

students may encounter greater competition. for the first time.. While the. data..

cannot, in themselves, identify- the cause of these findings, the results make it

dear that we must. reexamine the arguments about selfesteem. in' 'light of them

..DiVergity-_CtinSideratiOns

Most of the literary reviews -that-were analyzed-did not focus or reveal

results that were reflective of any particular ethnicity or socio-economic group

with regard to the-school -or-class -population: -However, when -interviewing the

'teachers -and 'reading specialist, the 'most important 'consideration -in

implementing a WOed readiti.g.:pretivri. was diversity issues. it was. adreed. by

all-teachers interviewed That both the decision to have or not to have, leveled

reading programs in their school was decided based on the diversity or lack of

diversity in their_ school population. All:teachers agreed: -that schools with a- high

percentage of-English -language' learners as .welt as a high' percentage' or

19
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reduced lunch recipients, usually coming from low income families, decided to

use between-class leveled reading groups. They all agree that the academic

achievement increased significantly _ate', levels.

The English language learners were placed in groups where they felt

comfortable and could take risks without worrying about the possibility of failure.

With the comfort level at a higher level, they acquired the language, and became

familiar with letters, sounds, blends, digraphs, word families and sight words at a

much faster pace. Their self-confidence and self-esteem greatly increased.

The middle-achievers were taught Challenging and interesting strategies

as well as reinforcement of the necessary basic drills and reading strategies that

beginning readers need to master in the first grade.. The competition of the high-

achievers was not there, and they were the "stars" in theirown right As with the

low-achieving students, particularly the ELLs; self-confidence ancrself-esteem

soared.

The high-achievers were able to participate in literacy circles, explore

various reading genres, as well as. critical thinking activities. A common pOsitive

outcome for the high-achieving students,- is that "wait" time was eliminated, and

they could work at an accelerated and challenging pace, which is inspiring and

motivating kir most high students.

Because the between-class leveled reading program is a part of the daily

curriculum, labeling of children does not occur. All students go to their reading

class and then return to their homeroom at the designatedtime. Also, it seems

that schools experienced and familiar with leveled reading groups; ,will often-have
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experienced teachers work with the lower-achieving students, in order to bring

them up to,grade level as soon as possible.

It was agreed that successful teachers can create a. stimulating

environment, individualize the curriculum, and use leveled reading groups; which

in turn will allow relaxed unrestricted movement, focus on cultural continuity, and

mutual respect and involvement by The teacher and the children. These issues

are critical in the success of a culturally diverse classroom.

With regard to schools with very little diversity, primarily Caucasian and

high socioeconomic populations, most teachers felt that between-class leveled

reading groups were not necessary, and those schools have chosen not to use a

leveled reading group program. The teachers feel that in classes that are fairly

homogeneous in makeup; teachers can differentiate the instruction and materials

enough to meet the needs of the students. Some teachers use within-class

g-roUping,: but ha necessarily: in. leVels. Groups Will perfbrm differentradiVities

that-result in completing-specific objectives. --Each group will eventually do all

activities.and complete all objectives, but at different times. Most teachers

interviewed agreed that this program can work; but not in all school

-environments. -However, two teachers felt strongly that even in -a school of high

sOcroectinornic makeup and primarily CauCaSiaii, the Eftgliah larfguabe learners,

children with learning disabilities, as well as other low achieving children need

additional support that can't always be provided in the non-leveled whole class

environment. In addition, there are always a number of high. achievers: that could

21
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benefit from a program that offers them the opportunity to participate in

enrichment activities as described earlier.

.Research show. the benefits of leveled reading groups with respect to all

children, regardless of race -and socioeconomic-placement. It is clear that

children's student achievement will increase with a variety of 'leveled reading

programs.

Limitations of the Study

The limitation of this review was the fact that all the teachers interviewed

were from one district. Because the student population differs from district to

district, this would have an effect on student achievement, individual school and

district cultures, teacher morale, as well as each classroom and school

environment. It is difficult to compare districts with different populations to the

sample distrid without additional time for research and interviews. 'Ethnic

makeup, sociO'-ethnOinio StatuS, and parent involvernent PlaY a huge role in the

school's functioning and achievement levels.

Implications for Future Research

The research conducted has implications for future research: The district

could begin to track scores of students from schools that use leveled-reading

groups and compare therm to SE Oret: of Mudaritt from Sehoots that do hot use

leveled reading groups. The sample district could also-compare scores from

both student groups with other student groups from other districts, with similar

ethnic and socioeconomic makeup, -as well as-groups that are made-up of

different- student populations. TO do this, of course;--would-take several-years- in

22
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order for the results to be significant, but a study of that depth would be very

interesting and telling.

Overall Significance of the Review

This review was created out of concern by the researcher, regarding the

most effective way for first graders to improve oral proficiency and

comprehension. In the review different studies and expert opinions were

described, analyzed, and evaluated to determine the academic, social, and

psychological effects of leveled reading groups at the first grade level. Ability

groups were designed for a variety of purposes: (1) work with at -risk children to

move them closer to grade level; (2) regular whole group instruction to grade

level students; (3) grouping for enrichment; and (4) grouping for acceleration.

There are varying academic outcomes for the several forms of ability grouping,

and the outcomes vary from the effects-reported for low,-average and high ability

learners. Enrichment groups .produce -substantial -acedemid_gains in general

achievement, critical thinking, and creativity. Within-class grouping and

regrouping for specific instruction options produce substantial academic gains

provided the instruction is differentiated. There is also evidence of imprbvement

in both oral proficiency and comprehension when between-class grouping is

used. Finally, and very importantly, there is little impact on self-esteem and a

moderate gain in attitude toward reading in consistent and flexible leveled

reading groups at all ability levels.
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